Fiction

The Battle Begins
J PB UNDERWORLDS [Older Series]

Big Nate: In a Class By Himself
J FICTION PEIRCE

Big Nate: On a Roll
J FICTION PEIRCE

Big Nate: Goes for Broke
J FICTION PEIRCE

Big Nate: Flips Out
J FICTION PEIRCE

Big Nate: Say Goodbye to Dork City
J FICTION PEIRCE

Bless This Mouse
J FICTION LOWRY

Dancing Home
J FICTION ADA

The Doll People
J FICTION MARTIN

Emily Windsnap and the Castle in the Mist
J FICTION KESSLER

Fake Mustache
J FICTION ANGLEBERGER

From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
J FICTION KONIGSBURG

Granny Torrelli Makes Soup
J FICTION CREECH

The Great Gilly Hopkins
J FICTION PATERSON

The Houdini Box
J FICTION SELZNICK

The Ice Dragon
J PB UNDERWORLDS [Older Series]

The Last Olympian
J FICTION RIORDAN

The Lemonade War
J FICTION DAVIES

Lily’s Crossing
J FICTION GIFF

Lucy Rose, Here’s the Thing About Me
J FICTION KELLY

Matilda
J FICTION DAHL

The Missing Manatee
J FICTION DEFELICE

Philippa Fisher’s Fairy Godsister
J FICTION KESSLER

The Secret of Platform 13
J FICTION IBBOTSON

The Tail of Emily Windsnap
J FICTION KESSLER

Thunder From the Sea
J FICTION HARLOW

Turtle in Paradise
J FICTION HOLM

Whatever After
J PB WHATEVER AFTER [Series]

When Monsters Escape
J PB UNDERWORLDS [Series]
The Young Man and the Sea
J FICTION PHILBRICK

Zero to Hero
J FICTION WINKLER

Biography

The Dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins
J B HAWKINS KER

Harvesting Hope: The Story of Cesar Chavez
J EASY B CHAVEZ KRU

Louisa May's Battle
J B ALCOTT KRU

Talkin' About Bessie:
The Story of Aviator Elizabeth Coleman
J B COLEMAN GRI

Who was Babe Ruth?
J B RUTH HOL

Who was Betsy Ross?
J B ROSS BUC

Who was George Washington?
J B WASHINGTON EDW

Who was Marie Curie?
J B CURIE STI

Who was Princess Diana?
J B DIANA LAB

Who was Sally Ride?
J B RIDE STI

Nonfiction

The Rough-Face Girl
J 398.20973 MAR

Song of the Water Boatman:
& Other Pond Poems
J 811.54 SID